
 DEXTER PAYNE QUINTET 
Listen to the new CD Prá Você, this group defines the  
joy of music. (www.dexofon.com)                                   
 
Live video of CD recording: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9CexW3xxdy4      
 
DEXTER PAYNE has performed in 13 countries as well as 

on NBC Today Show and Prairie Home Companion. His sound effortlessly and reliably evokes musical 
pleasure, always informative and entertaining. Ranked in 2004 and '06 as clarinet finalist in the Downbeat 
Readers Poll, he was also in the winning band for International Blues Challenge 2011.  
 
Bill Kopper, first call for jazz guitar and arranging as well as classical guitar. He lived in Madrid playing 
with world-class Brasilian musicians and has two CDs released under his own name. Billʼs high musical 
standard and love for Brasilian music are central to the quintet.  
 
Dave Willey, well known in music circles for composition/improvisational genius, is leader and composer 
of Hamster Theatre (Cuneiform Records), founder of Ligia Mare and bassist for Thinking Plague - bands 
nearly unknown in the US but in demand for touring in Europe. A dance accompanist at CU, Dave can be 
heard Sundays at Dazzle Jazz in Denver.  
 
Victor Mestas Pérez, born and raised in Caracas, has been endorsement artist for YAMAHA musical 
products in Venezuela since 2001. His resume includes more than 80 recordings for top Venezuelan and 
international artists, including a Latin Grammy Award in 2010 with songwriter Ilan. On top of his amazing 
abilities, Victor brings unparalleled joy to the music.  
 
Raoul Rossiter, exceptional percussionist and drummer in many genres, is the go-to for complex rhythmic 
drumming. His extensive knowledge and fluency in the Brasilian percussive language anchors the music, 
dancers respond to Raoul’s grounded beat.  
 
The Quintet’s sound ranges from that of a classical quartet to a samba-funk groove, to a forro dance party. 
Classical, improvised jazz, combine with the vibrant romantic harmony and irresistible pulse of Brazil.  
 
Choro, uniquely Brazilian, is the revered older brother to samba and bossa nova. Baião and Xote are 
folkloric dance music from the Northeast of Brazil. The combination is infectious, great listening, but when 
the Quintet hits their dance groove...        

                                                                                                                                                                                  
“Quietly brilliant”   Chris Slawecki (AllAboutJazz.com) 5/26/14    
                               
 “Pra Você is proof that Brazilian music can flourish in the most unlikely places… everyone, gringos 
included, plays splendidly here….Quite the refreshing disc”   
                                                                                    Tom McDermott (OffBeat Magazine) May 2014 
         
“Congrats! … Keep swinging.”                    Brazilian guitarist, Nelson Faria, composer of “Playground” 
 
“ Finally, a virtuoso musician who really hears the Brazilian whispers, and not just the carnival clamor.”  
                                                                                                Andy Smetanka - Missoula Independent  
 
“Fluid and gentle, infused with dynamic rhythm. I did not get enough.” 
                                                                                                          Tom Colvin - Puerto Vallarta Tribune  
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